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Snapped!

In the next instant, his slap hit Song Yuanzheng’s face fiercely, gritted

his teeth and roared:

“It’s all caused by your dog!”

I shouldn’t have listened to Song Yuanzheng’s nonsense!

Now, Song Yuanzheng even if he was unlucky, he was dragged into the

water.

Not only him, but all the high-ranking officials present at the Jiangnan

Jiangbei region felt that their backs were chilly at this time, and

regretted that they were not!

After listening to Song Yuanzheng’s slander, they will be fully

convicted!

They all hated Song Yuanzheng at this time!

at this time!

Song Yuanzheng also had a chill in his back. This rubbish that was

swept out by the Lin family was the man who had dominated the entire

underground world for ten years?

His whole body trembled frantically!

Because they suddenly remembered that the Dark Emperor seemed to

have created the Blood Prison ten years ago.

How old was Lin Fan at that time? Are you a teenager?

Teenage children, built a dark dynasty with one hand?

Such existence, will it be waste?

The Lin family simply blinded their dogs!

Moreover, the Lin family has always wanted to cooperate with that

mysterious Lin Zuo for these years, but why should the Lin Family go

to favor the Lin Zuo with this son?

With Lin Fan’s overseas combat power and the Lin family’s power in

China, they are enough to become China’s unmatched existence!

But now, the Lin family actually forced him to oppose him abruptly.

Forced out a terrible enemy!

What’s more, it’s still tiring him now!

But when Song Yuanzheng was thinking about how to save his life, he

suddenly thought of something, and a deep grin appeared on his face:

“What’s so great about the King of the Blood Prison, don’t forget, we

still have assassins!”

Assassins? https://（） .x81zw. https://m/.x81zw.//Long Jiu and

others are all surprised!

Then he suddenly remembered something, and the fear on his face was

wiped out.

What if Lin Fan is really the King of the Blood Prison?

Behind them, there is an extremely terrifying existence, that is, the Big

Three!

Lin Zuo and Nihuang Army Zuo are already on their way, as long as

they arrive, even the King of Blood Prison will have to kneel down!

Now!

A thick sneer appeared on Song Yuanzheng’s face:

“Lin Fan, as long as you kneel down and apologize now, I can consider

and plead with the Lin family to let go of you and your wife!”

“You should know that even if you are strong, but You can’t win the

two armies by yourself !” It’s just!

A weird smile appeared on Lin Fan’s cheeks, and he asked,

“You are so sure that both Lin Zuo and Nihuang Junzuo will help you

Lin Family?”

Hearing this!

Song Yuanzheng and others suddenly smiled contemptuously.

Is not this nonsensical?

Don’t help us, can you help you?

Immediately, Song Yuanzheng yelled impatiently:

“Lin Fan, you’d better not shamelessly! Once you refuse, let alone Bai

Yi, even you have to die!” .(x81zw)../x81zw/.

” Die?”

Lin Fan snorted coldly, and there was a sudden burst of terrifying

murder in his eyes:

“I’d like to see who can make me die!”

Said!

Lin Fan directly took out a black iron token from his arms, carved

dragons and phoenixes, with a simple look!

There are two big characters written on it: Zhen Guo!

boom!

At the moment when they saw this token, everyone including Song

Yuanzheng felt that their brains were about to explode!

One by one, the mood suddenly sank to the bottom!

Looking at Lin Fan in disbelief!

“Zhen Guoling, it’s impossible! How could this thing be in your

hands!”

Song Yuanzheng suddenly screamed, almost completely scared to pee!

This is the exclusive token of the army seat!

There are four!

Each one symbolizes the supreme military command of China!

On the side, seeing Long Jiu here, he was completely scared and

paralyzed to the ground, with a pair of horrified eyes staring at the

town state order in Lin Fan’s hand:

“The black town state order, you…you are Lin Zuo! !!!”
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